Junior Picture at 1 O'clock To-day

PRESS CLUB APOTHEOSIS

Members Feed Themselves Up Into the Highest Heaven of the Arts and Talk About It Afterward.
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PRICE, THREE CENTS

A strong down-stream wind and character with a view to practical. For the first time this year, a steady breeze blew down the Schuylkill. The Penn Cup, sent west for a three mile run, was sent out in a shell instead of in a boat. In spite of the rough water the shell had been actually delivered into the new shell, to which they are: not accustomed, and as Thomas, a new man this year, has just arrived in the heat. A shake-up is looked for at any time in the last heat. Yet when the change is made the first and second boats will probably be shifted to shells.

THIRD CREW IN SHELL

SENSATIONS IN CIRCUS

Cromie's Third Annual Event Will Surpass Former Productions in Surprising Stunts.

It has often been said that there is something new under the sun; but we are inclined to doubt this adage. On Sunday evening, seeing Cromie's Circus the even of this year, we have no doubt whatever that we have seen another class of amusements, known as "Adagio." This is a much more pleasing way of admiring that which is false than to admit the falsity of that time-honored adage. The performances which will be given at the rehearsal Thursday and Saturday nights will surpass any thing that has ever been seen around the University, and will include novel- and specials and novelties before or after on any stage.

In brilliancy and elaboration the Circus will rival if not surpass the most stupendous productions of New York Hippodrome. Cromie, and it is stated that several well-known theatrical managers will be in attendance to get impressions and ideas. Gymnas- trum, wrestlers, bearers and advanced strong men in and about college have been engaged to capture some of the most popular stars of the stage, with a series of startling and astounding stunts calculated to rival in daring of any of the "thillers" offered on the vaudeville stage or any其它-throwing circus.

In addition, the performance will examine several number among its specialties, and curiosities and curiosities and enter- tainments. All the decorations and color of the show will be thrown in the shade and unfruitful, as the most splendid and well-fashioned events of the season are being exhibited in full and unabated.

Several very dignified and respected persons have been represented to the Orient, which will be given a pleasant surprise by the mania of the city. Arrangements have been made with the Department of English Safety to have a squad of official censors com- posed of unmixed ladies over forty-five years of age to guard the audience of the performances. It was also decided that the censors should be designated by the Board of Executives and that he fully anticipated that at least one of the censors would be picked from these nine men, although it is the opinion of the President that he will be picked from the University, and Will include novel- and specials and novelties before or after on any stage.

SENSATIONS IN CIRCUS

First Call Issued for April 15--Large Turnout Expected—Smoker in Training House Next Tuesday.

Spring football practice starts next Tuesday, according to the order of Tuesday. With the exception of those who have had a few days of practice, the members of this class of unfortunates known as "Adagio" are already anticipated that at least two complete eleusins would respond for candidates, so that the putting into practical use of the new plays and formations could be fully realized.

Of last fall's squad who were awarded the Varsity "F." Lambertson, right guard; Derrick, left guard; Miller, quarterback; Buckel, left end; Burns, backfield; Pollard, fullback, and Wellman, right end, it is expected that at least seven will return. In the final analysis, it was agreed that six would be picked from these nine men.

(Continued on Fourth Page)
Dissecting Instruments

Microscopes: Photographic and Sporting Goods

Dolbe & Company

Microscopes, Students' Supply

3613 Woodland Avenue

Briggs Riding Academy

Twenty-Third and Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia

Largest Bicycles in the City. Instruction under the Personal Supervision of the Proprietors,

Robert J. Briggs, Walter Briggs

The Allen A. Kerr Co.

1910, 1911, 1912 and 1913 College Class Pins Carried in Stock

and Fraternity Pins, Medals, Cups, Foro, Etc.

1904 Chestnut Street

The Quaker City Laundry

Works: 441 Locust Street

West Philadelphia Branch

261 South Thirty-Second Street

Atlantic City

4507 Townsend Ave.

We receive Nick Rats, sew on Button, make all Repairs and

Name Bocks without Charge

George K. Müller & Son

Importers and Tailors

In our "Special Young Men's Department" we are making Suits

from $35 to $45.—Trotters $12.

1422 Walnut Street, Philadelphia

Students Attention!

A visit to our store will convince you who are the most popular young men's tailor

Philadelphia's

Bille Bentley's New Store

21 South 11th Street

Importer and Tailor

Formerly 43 North 11th Street

Student Discount

Have removed to their new store

131 South 13th Street

The cheapest line of new Spring goods to select from

HOTEL CUMBERLAND

New York

820 West Broadway at 54th Street

Near 6th Street Subway Station and 54th Street Elevated

Keept by a College Man

Headquarters for College Men

Special Rates for College Teams

Ideal location. Near Theatres, Shops and Central Park. NEW. MODERN

AND ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF.

Most attractive Hotel in New York. Three story Fells with Bath, and up.

All outside rooms.

Room for Board.

Harry P. Stimson

Formerly with Hopt Imperial

Ten Minutes' Walk to Twenty Theatre

The Pennsylvania
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Sure Entry to Tomorrow's Game

W. H. K interior, Jr.

"Manners Make the Man."

"How sweet and gracious, even in common need."

In that fine sense which men call courtesy.

Whencebear so air and graced as the Right?

Welcome in every clime as breach of formality.

It transmutes all into treating friends.

And gives its proper passport round the globe.—Field.

From time immemorial there have been men of note who have been self-considered and self-sufficient have forged their way to the front. But the exception only goes to prove the rule that the majority of men who have attained success, as the world counts success, have always maintained a considerate, courteous manner.

It matters not to what page in the world's history we turn, we will find that those who have risen from the rank and file have been men who understood and preserved a deferential attitude toward others and subordinated alike. They achieved power because they had maintained for others or self-satisfaction, because they were always right and courteous.

Some men are obviously destined to assume tremendous responsibilities, whereas others are just as plainly destined to play humble parts, to bear the message of the mighty. It is a cardinal principle that the latter enter upon their tasks with cheerfulness and orderliness, not with freezing reluctance or a sullen aspect. In short, half the value of any service consists of the willing spirit in which it is undertaken.

Although it is impossible for everybody to become a power in the community in which he is found, he can to his own advantage be cognizant of the fact that there are around him greater, broader minds which demand his respect. As Carlyle points out, "if we may not ourselves be great, we can at least resemble true great ones." This does not imply that we are to follow or be servile to those above us, but without loss of dignity or self-pretense, to always treat with the same courtesy that we desire from others.

It is not very pleasant to consider how many are respected with a selfish or mercenary purpose. In too many cases such deference robs its final reward. It is far more agreeable to believe that courtesy is the natural and appropriate expression of innate humility. Yet, no matter what the motive may be, whether an unselfish desire to make life more pleasant for others or a worldly, selfish ambition, the fact will always remain that "manners make the man."

Golfers Out to-morrow

Attractive Schedule Has Been Arranged for the "Varsity Team."

Candidates for the "Varsity" golf team will report to Captain Kirchner tomorrow at 1 o'clock, in Houston Hall.

Members of the Freshman Class are urged especially to report, as they are often entitled to the privilege except when with other universities, and will be able to play in the Interscholastic, which take place before College opens in the fall.

Although a little early to predict the "Varsity" chances, it is safe to say that four of the six members of last year's team, namely, Balf, Horse, Herbrum and Captain Kirchner, are in College and eligible to play, augurs well for a successful year.

The following schedule of spring games has been announced:

April 16—Wilmington Country Club, at Wilmington.
April 27—Bela Golf Club, at Bala.
May 7—Princeton, at Princeton.
May 14—Lawrenceville, at Lawrenceville.
May 19—Cornell, at Cornell.
Unevaluated—Boroughville Valley Country Club, at Johnstown.

NOTICES

Soccer practice at 4:30 o'clock to day.

The Junior picture will be re-taken today at 1 o'clock, on the Library stairs.

All members of the gym team will report for spring rehearsal tonight in the gym.

Pennsylvania Board meeting today at 1:15 o'clock, in Alumni Hall, 3431 Woodland avenue.

Meeting of the preparedness bug-day Committee to-morrow at 1 o'clock, in Room 206, College Hall.

Golf practice at 10 o'clock on the course.

The Varsity soccer team picture will be taken at the Gynacium Friday at 1 o'clock. Be there dressed, on time. H. M. Maris, Manager.

An important meeting of the Chester County Club will be held in Houston Hall tonight at 8 o'clock. All members of the year will be invited at this time and officers for the ensuing year will be elected. Refreshments will be served. All students from Chester county are urged to be present.

Getting Ready for Relays.

All the drawings for the various preparatory school teams have now been made. Entries in the other events and races will not close until April 15, and are still pouring in. The list is almost completed and will be as large as last year's and will undoubtedly pass last year's number.

Tickets for the races will be distributed for the baseball, on Monday, April 27, 1910, and on sale to the public at 9 A. M. on April 24.
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necessarily studying the stupendous once-esteemed son of the journalistic Nose, confronting him, he raised a perfectly good drawn ticket in their faces. The march halted. Hesitatingly the man handed over their mail. He told of being born in England, and cried "Hansel, Across the Sea!" But, some one knew Kipling's "East Is East and West Is West," and someone else began to sing the Ghost in "Hamlet." The procession proceeded; the Schylir kill bicycles crossed it. It was a really fine party.

WIRELESS COIL INSTALLED.

New Addition to Equipment Gives Transmission Range of 400 Miles.

Pennant blanks will at least be able to send wireless messages to Cornell and Princeton, as the long and anxious wait has now been made. One of the members of the Wireless Club, and is said to be the finest coil in any wireless station among American universities. It was installed last Monday, and can easily send messages on miles, thus making the station a strong center for tourists among the intercollegiate wireless clubs.

Professor Goodspeed, head of the Department of Physics, built a smaller coil from the laboratories to the club, enabling the members to communicate with the station in the Randall Morgan Laboratories. In this way, excellent practice has been secured, and several of the men have developed into experts.

Increasing interest in this activity is being taken by the understanding body, as evidenced by the fact that the membership limit of 50 is already completed.

Baseball Pickups.

Only light batting and fielding practice was given by the varsity baseball squad on South Field yesterday afternoon. No fresh game was played, the whole afternoon being devoted to batting practice at the net.

The freshmen were given a fast workout as Carlin Curtis is far from satisfied with the form the first team are showing. 

Circus Notice.

All comic characters, men impersonating animals, etc. ballet girls, buffaloes, etc., are requested to meet in the gymnasium today at 11 o'clock to be photographed for the city papers. (Signed) W. J. Comitee.

Ivy Ball Meeting.

There will be a meeting of the Ivy Ball Committee in Room 210, College Hall, tomorrow at 1 o'clock. It is important that all members be present, as tickets will be distributed.

W. F. Emmings & Sons

have always prided the most popular tailors for Pennsylvania students, because they have the young man idea, because the prices are moderate, and because you can earn the student 15 per cent. discount. 1228 Chestnut street.

Summer Work

Two well recommended

Students Wanted

for work during the summer months paying

$2.00 to $4.00 a day.

Written application should be made at once and appointment lor interview will be made.

State class, department, home address, and previous employment.

X. Y. Z., P. O. Box 217 Philadelphia, Pa.

Telephone: Bell Preston 8474 A.

Kegonex: West 4517 D.

BEGLEY BEEF COMPANY

3651 Woodland Avenue

Most of fresh quality. We make special low prices to Fraternity Houses, Boarding Houses, Hotels, Restaurants and Institutions. All our meat is city slaughtered and Gov. inspected.

Summer Work - See X. Y. Z. ad., first column, fourth page.